Measuring the Effect of ITS Feedback Messages on Students’ Emotions
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Abstract. When an ITS gives supportive, empathetic, or motivational feedback messages to the learner, does it alter the learner’s emotional state, and can the ITS detect the change? We investigated this question on a dataset of \( n = 36 \) African-American undergraduate students who interacted with iPad-based cognitive skills training software that issued various feedback messages. Using both automatic facial expression recognition and heart rate sensors, we estimated the effect of the different messages on short-term changes to students’ emotions. Our results indicate that, except for a few specific messages (“Great Job”, and “Good Job”), the evidence for the existence of such effects was meager, and the effect sizes were small. Moreover, for the “Good Job” and “Great Job” actions, the effects can easily be explained by the student having recently scored a point, rather than the feedback itself. This suggests that the emotional impact of such feedback, at least in the particular context of our study, is either very small, or it is undetectable by heart rate or facial expression sensors.
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1 Introduction

One of the main goals of contemporary research in intelligent tutoring systems (ITS) is to promote student learning by both sensing the student’s emotions and responding with affect-sensitive feedback that is appropriate to the student’s cognitive and affective state. For sensing students’ emotions, a variety of methods are now available, including physiological measurements [18], facial expression analysis [23], and “sensor-free” approaches [15] based on analyzing the ITS logs. Given an estimate of what the student knows and how they feel, the tutor must then decide how to respond. Based on the intuition that good human tutors are often empathetic and supportive, many ITS today provide real-time “empathic feedback” to learners that tries to encourage and motivate them to keep learning. This feedback can range in complexity from short utterances [1, 9, 16, 6] to longer prompts [2, 9, 17, 14] such as growth-mindset [3] messages.

Empathic feedback messages could make learners’ interactions with ITS more natural and effective, but they also increase the complexity of designing the ITS...
and its control policy, i.e., how it acts at each moment. Moreover, if feedback is
given injudiciously, it could become distracting and suppress learning [6]. While
affect-aware ITS with empathic feedback have demonstrated some notable suc-
cess [10, 23, 2], the sum of evidence of their benefit is unclear. Empathic feedback
has often been evaluated as part of a treatment condition in which the feedback
was not the only variable being manipulated [16, 2]. Moreover, optimistic hy-
pothesis testing that did not account for multiple hypotheses was often used.

In this paper we investigate the instantaneous impact of ITS feedback on each
student’s emotional state. The context of our study is an iPad-based system for
cognitive skills training [11], specifically a task called “Set” (similar to the classic
card game) in which the participants must reason about different dimensions
(size, color, shape) of the shapes shown on the cards in order to score a point.
The participants are African-American undergraduate students at a Historically
Black College/University (HBCU). As measures of emotion, we consider facial
expression, heart rate, and heart rate variability, all of which can be estimated
automatically, in real time, and with a high temporal resolution.

We examine the following research questions: Is there an instantaneous
change in facial expression and/or heart rate after each ITS feedback message
that is consistent across the participants? Does the evidence for such a change
persist even after taking possible confounds into account? Is there evidence that
at least some participants may exhibit a relationship between the sensor readings
and the prompts, even if not all of them do? Finally, is there evidence of any
non-emotional change in students’ behavior as a result of the feedback messages?

2 Related Work

Empathic Virtual Agents: [17] compared an “empathetic” avatar to a “non-
empathetic” one. At the start of the experiment, the empathetic avatar would
ask the user, “Hopefully, you will get more comfortable as we go along. Before we
start, could I please have some of your information?” with the goal of building
trust and comforting the participant. In contrast, the non-empathetic one would
simply ask, “Have you participated in similar tests before?” They found that
the empathetic agent performed no better, in terms of changing students’ self-
reported mood after the intervention, than the non-empathetic agent. However,
they did find in the questionnaire results that participants found the empathetic
avatar to be more “enjoyable, caring, trustworthy, and likeable”. In another study
on virtual agents [19], the researchers compared an “empathic” virtual therapist
with a “neutral” one. The empathic therapist was designed to respond to the
participant “in a caring manner”. For instance, at the start of the session, it
would say, “I’m very happy to meet you and hope you’ll find our session together
worthwhile. Please make yourself comfortable,” whereas the neutral therapist
would say simply, “Hello, I am Effie a virtual human.” The study found that
the empathic therapist was beneficial, relative to the neutral therapist, only for
a subset of participants; this is reminiscent of the study by [6] who found that
the emotionally-adaptive ITS only helped students with less prior knowledge.
Moreover, the benefit of the empathic therapist did not persist after the first meeting between the participant and the agent.

**Empathic ITS**: In [20], the researchers assessed the impact of ITS empathic feedback on students’ emotions by manually coding students’ facial expressions (frustration, confusion, flow, etc.). They found that there was a difference, in terms of the transition dynamics of students’ affective states (e.g., flow to boredom), between the feedback messages that were rated as “high-quality” versus “low-quality” by the students. [9] compared different types of ITS feedback – epistemic, neutral, and emotional – in terms of their impact on facial emotions. The epistemic feedback was more impactful than the emotional feedback in their study. However, their study did not compare to giving no feedback at all. In [14], feedback of different types – growth mindset, empathy, and success/failure – were compared in terms of students’ subsequent self-reported emotions. Their results suggest that the different feedback conditions were associated with different emotions (interest, excitement, frustration, etc.). Widmer [26] employed a Wizard-of-Oz experimental design similar to ours to assess the benefit of prompts in ITS; they measured the impact on learning but not on students’ emotions.

**Multiple Hypotheses**: Most prior studies on ITS feedback messages tested many hypotheses but did not statistically correct for this. It is thus possible that they were overly optimistic when identifying possible impacts.

### 3 Sensors of Emotion and Stress

In our work we investigate the impact of ITS feedback on emotion as it is expressed by facial muscle movements and changes in heart rate.

**Heart Rate**: Heart rate (HR) and heart rate variability (HRV) are well known and widely used as a biomarker of stress [24, 4, 18, 8]. To measure HR and HRV, we use a Polar heart monitor chest belt that is connected wirelessly to a laptop to record the inter-beat-interval (IBI) of heartbeats. We measure HR as the inverse of the IBI, and the HRV as the standard deviation of the IBI.

**Facial Expression**: Behavioral and medical science researchers have used facial expression as a way of assessing various mental states such as engagement [25], driver drowsiness [5], thermal comfort [12], and students’ emotional states in ITS [21]. Facial expression sensor toolkits are now also used in several prominent intelligent tutoring systems [13, 23, 10]. In particular, we use the Emotient SDK from iMotions, which can recognize 20 Facial Action Units (1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 12, 14, 15, 17, 18, 20, 23, 24, 25, 26, 28, 43) [7] and 12 emotions (anger, joy, sadness, neutral, contempt, surprise, fear, disgust, confusion, frustration, positive sentiment, negative sentiment). In each frame, the Emotient SDK could provide a numeric value for each facial expression if there is a face detected.

### 4 Dataset

In our analysis, we examined the HBCU2012 dataset [22] which is an extension of the HBCU dataset from [25]. In HBCU2012, \( n = 36 \) African-American under-
graduate students interacted with iPad-based cognitive skills training software that is designed to strengthen basic cognitive processes such as working memory and logical reasoning. While interacting with the software, their facial expressions and heart rate is being recorded (see Figure 1). Each participant interacted with the ITS for 3–4 periods each, resulting in a total of 108 videos.

**Procedure:** Each student participated for 3–4 sessions, and each daily session lasted about 40 minutes. Although the system contains several tasks, the main task is called Set, which is similar to the classic card game. In this task, the player scores a point if they correctly group 3 cards together that have a correct configuration of size, shape, and color. When the student scores a point, the software automatically issues a “Yay!” sound. The Set task is highly demanding, particularly at the advanced difficulty levels and given the time pressure. At the start of each daily session, the participant takes a 3min pretest. Then, they undergo 30min of cognitive skills training that is facilitated by the system. In particular, the tutor decides the difficulty level at which the student practices, when to switch tasks to take a break, etc. The tutor also issues hints and prompts of different types (described below). During this practice section (but not during the tests), the student receives various feedback messages (see below). After the practice session, the participant takes a posttest.

**Types of feedback:** The tutor can issue feedback messages of various types (see Table 1). Some of them are empathetic, some are motivational, and some are goal-oriented. Note that each message type may be expressed with slightly different phrasing, e.g., “Good Job” might be spoken by the tutor as “Good Job” or just “Good”; ”Try harder” can be expressed as either ”It seems like you are not trying. Please try your hardest.” or ”Try harder.”

**Human-assisted ITS:** While in many aspects the cognitive skills training software used to collect the HBCU2012 dataset was automated, the decisions of when to issue feedback messages were made by a human tutor (sometimes called the trainer in a cognitive skills training regime) who was either in another room (Wizard-of-Oz style) or in the same room (1-on-1 style) as the participant.
For the Wizard-of-Oz setting, the trainer could watch the student’s face via a live webcam and also observe the student’s practice on a real-time synchronized iPad. Compared with a fully automated ITS, this human-assisted apparatus might actually yield feedback messages that are more appropriately timed and chosen than what an ITS would decide.

**Sensor Measurements and Synchronization:** Each participant completed the cognitive skills testing and training on an iPad. The inter-beat interval (IBI) of heartbeats was recorded using a Polar heart monitor. Facial expressions were estimated in each frame (30 Hz) of video recorded by a webcam connected to a laptop. The game log was recorded wirelessly from the iPad onto the laptop. Game log, heart rate, and facial expression events were synchronized by finding a common timepoint between the face video and game log.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prompt</th>
<th>Total Events</th>
<th>Events per Learner: Avg. (s.d.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Great Job</td>
<td>1950</td>
<td>18.06 (12.72)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good Job</td>
<td>2935</td>
<td>27.18 (15.89)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nice Try</td>
<td>621</td>
<td>5.75 (5.46)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watch Your Time</td>
<td>522</td>
<td>4.83 (2.75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keep Going</td>
<td>655</td>
<td>6.06 (4.99)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faster</td>
<td>1025</td>
<td>9.49 (8.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unique</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>0.51 (1.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Different Dims</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>2.04 (2.80)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brief Directions</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>0.81 (1.09)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Try Harder</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>0.42 (0.98)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>0.58 (1.33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extra Card</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>1.44 (4.16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Take Break</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>0.31 (0.57)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1.** Frequency of the various prompts in our system.

5 **Methodology**

Since all participants received multiple feedback messages, we used a within-subjects design. To assess whether the various messages were associated with any immediate change in students’ emotions (see Figure 1), we measured the change in the average value of a specific sensor (heart rate, heart rate variability, or one of the 20 AUs + 12 emotions) around the time \( T_1 \) when a specific message was issued. Specifically, we computed the average sensor value within a time window of length \( W/2 \) just after \( T_1 \) and subtracted the corresponding average sensor value in the time window of length \( W/2 \) just before \( T_1 \); this yields \( \Delta v \). These values, at different times \( T_1 \), constitute the treatment group of our study. Then, we computed the difference \( \Delta v \) (after-before) at a random timepoint \( T_2 \) in the participant’s time series that was not within 10 seconds of any other prompt.
These values, at different times T2, constitute the control group. By comparing \( \Delta v \) due to the treatment vs. the control group, we can estimate the effect of the feedback message on the change in the sensor value. While this is not a truly causal inference approach, our methodology does eliminate the confound that could arise, for example, if the average sensor value tended to increase (or decrease) over time, e.g., due to fatigue.

**Repeated Measures Design:** Since we have multiple feedback messages and multiple days of participation for each student in our study, we use a repeated-measures design based on a linear mixed-effect model, where the student ID is a random effect. We then assess whether the presence (1) or absence (0) of the feedback message is statistically significantly related to the change \( \Delta v \) in a specific sensor value (facial expression or heart rate value). We repeat this for all message types and sensor values.

**Hypothesis Correction:** Due to many hypotheses (different messages and sensor measurements) that are largely independent of each other and lack of strong prior belief that a relationship exists between any particular sensor and feedback message, we take a conservative approach and perform Bonferroni correction to the p-values: Instead of the traditional \( \alpha = 0.05 \) threshold, we require \( \alpha = 0.05 / m \), where \( m \) is the total number of hypotheses.

**Effect Size:** We quantified the effect size in two ways, both of which are a form of Cohen’s \( d \) statistic: (1) Global effect size: we divided the fixed-effect model coefficient for the treatment by the standard deviation of the sensor value (e.g., happiness value) over the entire dataset (all participants, all days, and all times). (2) Local effect size: we divided the fixed-effect model efficient for the treatment by the standard deviation of all \( \Delta v \) in the union of the treatment and control groups. This expresses whether the change due to the feedback message is large compared to changes that occur in other time windows of length \( W \).

### 6 Analysis

#### 6.1 Facial Expression

**Analysis Details:** We followed the methodology described above, where we picked 20 time points (T2) per each video such that there are no other event 10s before or after them for the control group. For the time window \( W \), we used 5s and 10s. We allowed for the possibility that the participants’ reactions to the ITS feedback messages might be slightly delayed; hence, we conducted analyses with a “right-shift” parameter \( \tau \) of either 0s or 1s. Finally, for the number of hypotheses \( m \) by which we corrected the p-value threshold \( \alpha \), we considered that the 12 emotions (happy, sad, angry, etc.) can be considered combinations of individual Facial Action Units (AUs) [7] and are thus not independent of the 20 AUs we already measure. Since there are 13 different ITS feedback messages that we consider, we thus let \( m = 13 \times 20 = 260 \) so that our threshold \( \alpha \) for statistical significance by Bonferroni correction is 0.05/260.

**Results:** Only 2 of the 13 feedback messages showed any statistically significant impact, after p-value correction, on any of the 32 facial expressions for any of the right-
shift values (0s, 1s) or window sizes (5s, 10s). The two message types were “Great Job” and “Good Job”, and the effects were significant across all combinations of $W$ and $\tau$. Table 2 show the facial expression values that have a significant change due to these feedback messages. Note that the effect sizes are generally quite small, especially when assessed at a global level (i.e., relative to the variance of the expression value over the whole dataset). The largest absolute effect size is for AU43 (closing of the eyes) for both “Good Job” and “Great Job”, whereby the participants’ eyes tend to be more closed before than after the message.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facial Evidence</th>
<th>Facial Evidence</th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>Global Effect Size</th>
<th>Local Effect Size</th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>Global Effect Size</th>
<th>Local Effect Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fear</td>
<td>Disgust</td>
<td>2.59e-12</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>0.105</td>
<td>4.6e-10</td>
<td>0.077</td>
<td>0.092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sadness</td>
<td>6.06e-05</td>
<td>-0.023</td>
<td>-0.081</td>
<td></td>
<td>6.06e-05</td>
<td>-0.023</td>
<td>-0.081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confusion</td>
<td>8.91e-05</td>
<td>-0.030</td>
<td>-0.150</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.48e-06</td>
<td>-0.062</td>
<td>-0.113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>AU1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.9e-05</td>
<td>-0.067</td>
<td>-0.160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AU4</td>
<td>AU5</td>
<td>6.75e-08</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>2.71e-07</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>0.068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AU7</td>
<td>&lt;2e-16</td>
<td>7.11e-08</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>0.121</td>
<td>9.87e-12</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AU15</td>
<td>AU18</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.30e-04</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AU20</td>
<td>AU26</td>
<td>7.39e-05</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.106</td>
<td>4.87e-05</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>0.041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AU25</td>
<td>AU43</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.60e-04</td>
<td>0.047</td>
<td>0.128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AU43</td>
<td>AU43</td>
<td>-2e-16</td>
<td>-0.086</td>
<td>-0.350</td>
<td>9.33e-05</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>0.148</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. “Great Job/Good Job”: Effects on facial expression values which are stat.sig. for $W = 10s$, $\tau = 0s$.

6.2 Heart Rate

Analysis Details: We varied $W$ over 5s and 10s, and the trends were the same. For Bonferroni correction, we let $m = 26$ since we considered two different heart measures (HR, HRV) and there were 13 different message types.

Results: None of the prompts showed a stat. sig. impact on HR or HRV.

7 Effects on Individual Students

Here we consider the hypothesis that the feedback messages may affect some students but not others. In particular, we test, for each combination of participant, feedback message, and sensor measurement, whether there is a statistically significant difference within each student in the average sensor value $W/2$ seconds
after vs. before the prompt. For each combination of prompt and sensor value, we then calculate the fraction of students for which the difference is statistically significant. Importantly, this analysis allows for a different effect – some positive, some negative – on each student.

**Facial Expression:** We perform the analysis for $W = 10s$. If, for each student, *any* of the 32 facial expression values were significantly changed due to a feedback message, then we increment our count for that message type. We let $m$ (number of hypotheses) be 20 (the number of unique Facial Action Units we measure) and hence $\alpha = 0.05/m = 2.5e-03$. The results shows that for most messages, less than one quarter of the students showed any effect; only the “Great Job” (18/36) and “Good Job” (19/36) affected at least half of the students.

**Heart Rate:** We varied $W$ over 5s and 10s, and the trends were similar. For Bonferonni correction for each participant, we let $m = 2$ since we considered two different heart measures (HR, and HRV). The trend is similar as for the facial expression measures (“Great Job”: 16/36; “Good Job”: 19/36).

### 8 Impact of “Great Job” and “Good Job” Messages

Our analyses have found robust (over multiple sensor measurements, right-shifts, and window sizes) evidence of a relationship between the “Great Job” and “Good Job” messages and facial expression (but not heart rate), despite the conservative Bonferonni correction. However, there was little evidence in support of any other feedback message. Given that these two message types almost always occur shortly after the student has scored a point, we explored whether the change due to the feedback itself or simply because the point scored a point. To examine this, we modify the methodology from Section 5 so that the control group for these messages is taken at times $T3$ that are $\Delta y_{\rightarrow gj}$ after a “Yay”/point scored timepoint but where no such feedback occurs (see Figure 1). Importantly, the decision of whether or not “Good Job” / “Great Job” was given was at the discretion of the human trainer and was essentially random (i.e., quasi-experimental analysis). This allows us to isolate the effect of the feedback itself, rather than of the preceding “Yay” sound. We estimated the value $\Delta y_{\rightarrow gj}$ over all the “Great Job” and “Good Job” messages in our dataset (around 1.091s).

**Analysis Details:** We selected “Great Job” and “Good Job” timepoints $T1$ such that there is no other message before and after 5 seconds except a “Yay”. We also randomly selected a similar number of time points for $T3$. We varied $W$ as 5s or 10s, and we let $\tau$ be 0s or 1s. Since there are now just 2 feedback messages and 20 AUs, we let $m = 40$.

**Results:** After accounting for the preceding “Yay”/point-scored as described above, we find no statistically significant change of any facial expression before vs. after the “Great Job” or “GoodJob”, for any $W$ or $\tau$. This indicates that the change in facial expression around these messages is likely due to having scored a point, not the feedback itself.
9 Conclusions

Our analyses of facial expression and heart rate data from 36 African-American students interacting with iPad-based cognitive skills training software suggest that (1) the impact of the short empathic feedback messages on students’ emotions was very small. (2) Several of the correlations (for “Good Job” and “Great Job”) disappeared after we accounted for the confound that the student’s own achievement at having scored a point could explain the impact. (3) When examining the emotional impact on individual students, we found that, except for “Great Job” and “Good Job”, only a modest fraction of students showed any stat. sig. correlation. Therefore, before trying to optimize an empathic ITS’ control policy, it may be worth verifying that the feedback messages have any impact at all. On the other hand, and more optimistically, contemporary emotional recognition systems also offer a pathway forward to measure the impact of the ITS’ actions more precisely. Finally, we note that there could be non-emotional effects of the ITS prompts on students’ behaviors. For instance, when watching some videos, we noticed that a few participants shifted their eye gaze in response to the “Watch your time” prompt. Future work can explore this issue.
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